
Protecting high-value goods from your hands to your customers’.

Maximize 
Sales. 
Minimize 
Risk.



INSIGHTS INTO THE ONLINE SHOPPING 
PREFERENCES OF THE LUXURY GOODS CUSTOMER.

Online purchase of luxury goods is on the rise. In just five years the 
industry is projected to double. Is your business ready? Do you know 
what the average online luxury shopper expects, or how to protect 
yourself from risk in this market? 

A subset of the 2015 Pulse of the Online Shopper™ Study*, conducted 
by comScore Inc., provides insight into the online shopping habits 
of luxury goods (non-apparel) shoppers. These findings can help you 
stay on top of buyer motivations and online preferences allowing 
you to grow this channel of business.

*  All data represented within this document, unless otherwise noted, is derived from the 2015 Pulse of the Online Shopper – 
Luxury Non-Apparel Purchasers (576 U.S. respondents). 
The entire UPS Pulse of the Online Shopper study may be accessed at https://solvers.ups.com/retail/omnichannel/

** Technavio Global Luxury E-tailing Market 2015-2019, December 30, 2015 
 Facebook is a registered trademark of Facebook, Inc.

Global luxury e-commerce is 
projected to double by 2019**

2014 2019

$21
 BILLION

$42
   BILLION

100% 
INCREASE

https://solvers.ups.com/retail/omnichannel/


3 PHASES OF ONLINE LUXURY SHOPPING

Pre-Purchase Purchase Post-PurchasePre-Purchase Purchase Post-PurchasePre-Purchase Purchase Post-PurchasePre-Purchase Purchase Post-Purchase



78%

56% of satisfied customers 
promote a brand or product 
via social media.

Almost half of  
consumers are 
influenced by 

social media posts 
and reviews.

of online shoppers use at 
least one social media site, 
and Facebook® (68%) is by 
far the most popular.

Most influential website content 

Product reviews

Product/brand videos

Photos of use

“Trending now” items

Communities/forums

Retailer’s blog

Q&A

70%

58%

53%

45%

43%

41%

50%

online shoppers prefer to research 
retailers and products online 
before purchase.7  10   of

Pre-Purchase



Advertising that drives sales

Discount emails

Free shipping emails

Store events

Texts with promo offers

Cart abandonment emails with offer

Past purchase recommendations

Direct mail

Popular item emails

Social media posts

Banner ads

57%

57%

45%

43%

40%

40%

43%

33%

32%

35%
37%Cart abandonment emails

Why people choose small retailers

55%

39%

42%

Unique 
products

Like trying
new retailers

Support their
community

Purchase



Least satisfied areas 
of checkout

52%
ability to chat 

during check out

61%
ability to see the 

order cut off time to 
receive a purchase
on a specific day

62%
ability to have profile 

pre-populated

Most satisfied areas 
of checkout

74%
ability to see expected 

delivery date 

73%
ease of check out 

71%
number of shipping 

options offered 

73% 72% 70%

Product
price

Shipping
fees

Detailed
product info

Retailer
reputation

Most important factors in selecting 
and purchasing products

78%

Purchase



Free return shipping

Hassle-free policy

Easy-to-print return label

Return label in box

55%

40%

40%

39%

What makes the best returns experience?

36% 64%

Returns preference for retailers with 
both online and physical stores

80%
will make a new purchase when making 

a return to a physical store.

Ship back to
retailer

Return to
store

Post-Purchase



STEPS TO MITIGATE RISK

Fraud and theft can occur at any time, leaving you with a potential loss, unhappy 
customers and a  damaged reputation. How do you protect your business from the risks of 
selling to people you don’t know?  Follow these simple steps to help identify and mitigate 

your risks. Then call a Parcel ProTM specialist  to help you develop a layered security 
approach to mitigating risk in your business. 

Identify
Consider working 
with an expert to 

assist in this process.

Consider specialty 
service providers to 
mitigate  the risk.

Mitigate

•   Type and frequency of losses
•   Where and with whom losses occur
•  Impact and value of losses

•   Evaluate alternatives for priority risks
•   Develop a written security plan
•  Train employees



FROM YOUR HANDS TO YOUR CUSTOMERS’
With Parcel Pro, a UPS Capital® Company, you can rest easy knowing that your goods are moving securely — and 

timely — across town or across the world. Proprietary risk mitigation tools and processes reduce the risk of loss and 
theft, while a variety of tools — from desktop shipping to APIs and a mobile app — streamline shipment processing. 
Local service centers in major jewelry districts provide convenient service options while our experienced staff can 

assist you from signing up for an account to processing a claim.

Mitigate Risk

•   Insured transportation of small package 
shipments up to $150,000 in the U.S.,  
and $100,000 to and from select countries   

•   Sensitive word deletion on labels, auto 
re-routing of shipments from high-theft 
areas, and address validation  

•   Armed guard pickup and delivery  
in select jewelry markets  

•  Proactive package tracking  

Technology Tools

•   Technology solutions to help process  
shipments, including parcelpro.com,  
a mobile app and several helpful widgets  
and plugins 

•   Parcelpro.com offers features including 
email label creation, vendor account  
access, branded email templates  
and tracking

•   Free automated export declaration  
on U.S. exports

Premium Service

•   Local service centers in major  
jewelry districts worldwide 

•   Experienced customer service and  
industry professionals to assist you  
with the claims process  

•   Proactive package monitoring and  
carrier communications

Want peace of mind that your one-of-a-kind shipments will be protected after they leave your hands?  
Parcel Pro can help. Visit parcelpro.com or call 888.683.2300

Insurance coverage is provided under a policy issued by an authorized insurance company to Parcel Pro, Inc. Terms, restrictions and conditions apply. 
Please speak to a sales representative for more details. 
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